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This magnificent shot of a Macbraynes Bedford WTL with Duple body was taken by Charles F Klapper, a founder
member of the Omnibus Society and its first secretary. The coach included 20 seats and had an enlarged space at
the rear for mail. The vehicle absolutely gleams which suggests the photograph was taken shortly after it was new
in 1935. The Bus Archive is delighted to have this and all of Klapper’s road passenger transport images as part of
our collection (ref CFK 43-30).
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An Executive Career with BET
This booklet from more than 50 years ago – when BET was
still one of the two major groups in the bus industry – is a
real timepiece. It is promoting a two-year training course for
men, normally aged 21 to 25, who were put forward by BET
operating companies, University Appointments Boards and
the Officers’ Association, although the Scheme did not
restrict its intake to these bodies.

The booklet itself gives a fascinating glimpse into the higher
echelons of bus management, the formality of approach in
the same period that Time magazine was coining the phrase
‘Swinging London’!

The scheme was administered by a committee of five – two
BET directors and three General Managers of operating
companies; the committee made the selection of trainees,
following application and ‘after a personal interview in
London’.
Successful candidates were stationed first at an operating
depot and later at a company head office. The three main
departments – traffic, engineering and accountancy – were
covered and finally there was an attachment to the General
Manager’s office. At the same time, the trainee would study
for Institute of Transport examinations. The company
General Manager would supervise the trainee, submitting
regular reports to the Committee, which would also
interview the trainee at six-monthly intervals. The latter was
described as ‘the human touch’.
Trainees would receive a salary of £900 in their first year and
£1,000 in the second [the equivalent of £16,495 and £18,300
today]. At successful completion of the training, a suitable
post would be found for the candidate, on a salary of not less
than £100 more than the second year training salary. Their
first post-scheme position would be at the level of Assistant
Area Manager or Assistant Divisional Superintendent. Wider
prospects – ‘to which men in the service of the Group can
ultimately aspire’ – included becoming General Managers of
larger bus companies which could earn well in excess of
£5,000 [£95,000 today]. The booklet ends with a list and map
of BET bus and coach companies in the UK.
Some of the terminology is highly indicative of the period:
when ‘Executive’ meant a high flying chap in industry rather
than indicating the presence of a toilet on a coach as it would
15 years later. And of course it was aimed at chaps: the official
title was “Scheme for the Training of Men for the Higher
Managerial Posts in the Omnibus Companies associated with
The British Electric Traction Company, Limited.” The
language at times sounds very old fashioned, referring to
“Omnibus companies” and that “The training scheme… was
introduced in the year 1945…”, and presumably the wording
hadn’t changed in those twenty years.
Coincidentally, we also have the records of the training
scheme itself, to which we cannot give access for a further
45 years as it contains personal information. Suffice to say,
the scheme was successful in that it provided a number of
notable leaders for the National Bus Company and through
into the post-privatisation era.
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A selection of
coaching ephemera
Although we are proud to be ‘The Bus
Archive’, our title was deliberately
chosen to be short and easy to
communicate but we are equally
interested in coaching operations.
We have recently received some
collections for small coach operators,
mainly London based. The largest is for
Ansell’s Coaches of Camberwell Road,
run by Sid Ansell in addition to his
haulage and vehicle repair business.

Included in the collection is
a pad of Work Tickets.
These documents are still
mandatory today and must
be carried on all private
hire operations so that an
enforcement officer –
today that would be Police
or DVSA – can be provided
with full details of the
journey on demand. This
Ansell blank shows the
detail which must be
provided.

This document from George Ewer
& Co. Ltd. (probably best known
through its main brand, Grey-Green
Coaches) is something different, and
seems to be a form designed to
gather information from drivers, on
tickets sold, fuel purchased,
individual journeys, the recorded
mileage – and an estimate when the
speedometer isn’t working!
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Here is a window bill for Edward Paul’s Saloon Motor Coach
Services of Forest Hill, outlining their Whitsun and Summer
Programme for 1936.

Finally, back to Ansell’s, here is a letter
of confirmation from 1936, sent by the
Japanese Club of the Polytechic
Association for a day trip to Henley-onThames. The Association must have been
quite a substantial organisation, as the
signatory is described as ‘Manager,
British Tours’.
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Accommodation and
Food in the
City of Oxford
(Motor Services)
The City of Oxford collection is one of our
largest, totalling almost 2,000 items and so it is
probably inevitable that it features in these
pages quite often. Part of its rich history is that
it has always been challenging to recruit and
retain staff in a city with a large car plant and
constantly full employment – this was
particularly pronounced when wage rates were
determined nationally without the ability to pay
according to local conditions. The availability of
affordable housing was also a factor, particularly
before Macmillan’s council house building
programme of the mid-1950s.
One solution which was used at different times
of shortage was to ship in staff from distant
parts where there was unemployment and to
use hostels to house them. Eventually, a
purpose-built accommodation block was built
in its Cowley Road depot site but in 1952 a
number of buses were acquired to convert to
caravans!
These publicity shots are of Oxford’s own
Weymann-bodied AEC Regent HFC 423, which
had been converted at quite a cost.

The proposal was to assemble a
caravan park of 5,000 square yards,
and to spend £20,000 in doing the
conversions. Nine other vehicles
were shipped-in from Southdown
and East Kent and converted.
Perhaps surprisingly, only six were
ever used and the remaining four
were retained, unused, at Cowley
Road until 1960.
And it wasn’t only accommodation
at
COMS
that
received
management attention. Ten years
later, in 1962, Chief Engineer C T
Purcell wrote to West & Pritchard
of Abingdon enquiring about the
availability of a ‘waste grinder’ to
dispose of potato peelings in the
canteen kitchen. It is stated to be
‘…a serious problem at the
moment.’
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Aircraft Seats
In the National Bus
Company
Technical
Department in 1972 there
seems to have been a
concerted
push
to
improve the standard of
seat available for coaches.
This copy memo indicates
a very detailed analysis of
the issue, and it highlights
that two Series 372
aircraft seats had already
been ordered but that
some features – such as
life jacket stowage –
would not be required.
In any case, the seats were
too wide for PSV use and
the cost per double seat
was £140 against £60 for
a Chapman recliner.
Other types of PSV seat
had been ordered from
manufacturers, doubtless
for comparison, and these
were being received and
stored at Victoria.
Perhaps a little wearily,
the memo concludes: “It
may also be of interest
that A W Chapman are
offering a completely new
design of reclining seat
which will be released at
the Commercial Motor
Show next month.” We
wonder what happened
to the aircraft seats!

Assumingly, the word “seats” had been omitted from the title of the memo, until manual correction. We did think of dating
this page as the first of next month, but as with quite a few features in Bus Archive News, you couldn’t make it up….
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Search Update
We have now updated our catalogue
to reflect the collections which were
donated to us up to the end of 2018,
and the enormous amount of work
which our volunteers have put in over
the last year. There are now over
30,000 entries in the catalogue, on our
website at:www.busarchive.org.uk/search.shtml.
So have a go at searching for material
on your interests; the cataloguing
continues and we are nowhere near the
end – but we are certainly putting in
plenty of effort to get there!

Facebook
Our Facebook page
continues its popularity
– now with over 1,300
followers. We post two
or three times each
week, highlighting items
and images from our
collections.
Most
popular post so far is
this magnificent shot of
the Burlingham factory
at Blackpool in the
1950s.
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For rail, road haulage,
canal and vehicle
registration archives
A couple of features this time away from the bus (and coach)
world.

Transport Statistics
One of the files which were donated by the Department of
Transport some 20 years was this volume of Transport
Statistics.

Whilst undated, it cites statistics for 1965 and expenditure
for 1964, so we can fairly accurately gauge its timing. For
roads, it quotes total expenditure of £200m (70% of that by
central government) and contrasts this to £11m paid a decade
earlier. Interestingly, it expected this to rise to £300m by
1970.

The comparative analysis for railways, revealingly, does not
mention investment but does highlight the reduction in route
mileage and station closures both before and after the
publication of the Reshaping Report [‘The Beeching Report’].
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To view these
volumes and any
of the other
40,000+ items in
our collections,
visit our
Research
Centres
(see page 14)

Road Repairing in the
19th Century
We have a very good run of Turnpike Acts and
other orders and Parliamentary Acts which
together established the road network in the
country. This Act is a typical example, for the
section between Hurdlow House, Derbyshire and
Manchester ‘in the County Palatine of Lancaster….’
This Act includes a full list of owners of properties
affected, including a description and even the
names of tenants. Here we see that raising the
road by six feet from Heaton Norris to Didsbury
affects nine houses or gardens.
A fascinating collection of primary source materials.
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Odds and Ends

More on Rexine
John Edser writes:

Welcome Kim!
Our administrator, Stacey Wilkins, is reducing her hours of
work and so to keep up with all the admin for the charity
we welcome Kim Cashmore to assist Stacey. Kim is looking
forward to working with us at The Bus Archive – which she
thinks is “a brilliant idea!” Note that, as a consequence,
there are minor changes to the days and times when our
phonelines are open.

The article on Rexine says it was highly combustible - not
a really a good idea to put in petrol/diesel buses. However,
the LNER Spring/Summer 1939 booklet for the Coronation
streamlined train proudly states:
The interior for the train has been laid out and
decorated on original lines. Three different colour
schemes are employed incorporating decorative
Rexine with aluminium ornaments finished by the
Alumilite process.
Again, not the best type of decoration in a steam hauled
train. Does anyone know what the Alumilite process was?

How to Explore
Our Collections
Our catalogue is available online at
www.busarchive.org.uk
We have three Research Centres, each
holding unique material:
• Droitwich, for original records
• Walsall, for publicity items
and publications
• Acton, for London Transport records
and timetables
Email or call to make your appointment
(see contact details below)
We welcome Kim Cashmore (left) to assist Stacey
Wilkins (right).

This newsletter is published by
The Bus Archive, 100-102 Sandwell Street,
Walsall, WS1 3EB. Registered as a charity in
England and Wales (number 1177343), set up as
a Charitable Incorporated Organisation.
www.busarchive.org.uk
www.kitheadtrust.org.uk
01922 629358
Phone line open Tuesday and Wednesday,
10.00 to 16.00, answerphone at other times.
hello@busarchive.org.uk
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